
Background Questions for Therapy

Hello. I want to welcome you and acknowledge the courage and investment it takes to begin therapy. I 
have a few background questions for you now—the rest of what needs to come up will come up as we 
work together.

Skip whatever you do not want to answer. Write on the back or use extra paper if you want.
Please answer only what you are comfortable answering, in the way that is meaningful to you.

Sincerely,
Grace Silvia
503-929-0326
GraceSilvia@protonmail.com

   Today’s date: _________________

Name:__________________________________________  Date of birth:__________________

Gender: __________________________ Your pronouns:_______________________________

Race(s)/ethnicity(ies)/culture(s):___________________________________________________

1. Why did you come for therapy? What do you hope to get from therapy? What do you want to work 
on?

2. What are some of your strengths? Things you like or value about yourself, or things people say they 
like about you?

3. What are some things you are passionate about, or like, or love?



4. Do you have any medical (non-psychiatric) concerns? Pain? 

Please list any non-psychiatric medication, herbs, supplements you take for these.
Medication Dose Frequency Reason Prescriber

How do they help you? Are there any disadvantages for you?

5. Have you ever been given psychiatric diagnoses? Y / N    If yes, what? 
Do you feel you understand it/them?                           Do you agree with it/them?

Please list any psychiatric medications, herbs, supplements you take for these.
Medication Dose Frequency Reason Prescriber

How do they help you? Are there any disadvantages for you?

6. Do you use alcohol, tobacco, coffee or other drugs? Please list what you use.
Substance Amount Frequency Reason

How do they help you? Are there any disadvantages for you?



7. Have you ever gone to therapy/counseling before? What worked? What didn't work?

8. What did you long to hear as a child? Who was important to you when you were young: who you felt
loved you, or you could talk to, or you felt safe with?

9. Who is your family? Who do you feel you can count on or talk to, or feel safe with, in your life now?

10. Do you have any safety concerns in your life now? From other people? From yourself?

11. What are some strengths you get from your race(s)/ethnicity(ies)/culture(s)? What are you proud 
of? Have you, your parents or your ancestors experienced harm because of this identity?

12. Did you experience poverty as a child? As an adult? Have you and your family experienced harm 
because of this? What strengths, skills, talents, intelligence did you all possess to survive?

13. Is there anything else you want me to understand?


